The Tear Thief
Recognizing the quirk ways to get this book The Tear Thief is
additionally useful. You have remained in right site to start
getting this info. acquire the The Tear Thief join that we allow
here and check out the link.
You could buy guide The Tear Thief or get it as soon as feasible.
You could quickly download this The Tear Thief after getting deal.
So, considering you require the books swiftly, you can straight
acquire it. Its appropriately entirely simple and consequently fats,
isnt it? You have to favor to in this freshen

Ira Crumb Feels the
Feelings - Naseem Hrab
2018-10-15
In the funniest book about
being sad, a disagreement with
Malcolm sends Ira into a slump
Diary of an Oxygen Thief Anonymous 2016-05-23
Hurt people hurt people. Say
there was a novel in which
Holden Caulfield was an
alcoholic and Lolita was a
photographer’s assistant and,
somehow, they met in Bright
Lights, Big City. He’s blinded
by love. She by ambition. Diary
of an Oxygen Thief is an
honest, hilarious, and
the-tear-thief

heartrending novel, but above
all, a very realistic account of
what we do to each other and
what we allow to have done to
us.
Thief - Sylvia Mercedes
2020-09-20
Tough Guys (Have Feelings
Too) - Keith Negley 2019-05
Did you know that wrestlers
have feelings? Knights do too.
Even superheroes feel sad
sometimes. In fact everyone
has feelings, even dads who
love their children!
The Book Thief - Markus
Zusak 2007-12-18
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#1 NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • ONE OF TIME
MAGAZINE’S 100 BEST YA
BOOKS OF ALL TIME The
extraordinary, beloved novel
about the ability of books to
feed the soul even in the
darkest of times. When Death
has a story to tell, you listen. It
is 1939. Nazi Germany. The
country is holding its breath.
Death has never been busier,
and will become busier still.
Liesel Meminger is a foster girl
living outside of Munich, who
scratches out a meager
existence for herself by
stealing when she encounters
something she can’t
resist–books. With the help of
her accordion-playing foster
father, she learns to read and
shares her stolen books with
her neighbors during bombing
raids as well as with the Jewish
man hidden in her basement.
In superbly crafted writing that
burns with intensity, awardwinning author Markus Zusak,
author of I Am the Messenger,
has given us one of the most
enduring stories of our time.
“The kind of book that can be
life-changing.” —The New York
the-tear-thief

Times “Deserves a place on the
same shelf with The Diary of a
Young Girl by Anne Frank.”
—USA Today DON’T MISS
BRIDGE OF CLAY, MARKUS
ZUSAK’S FIRST NOVEL SINCE
THE BOOK THIEF.
The Tear Thief - Carol Ann
Duffy 2011-10-01
Each night, in the hours
between supper and bedtime,
the Tear Thief carries her
waterproof, silvery sack over
her shoulder as she soundlessly
steals the tears of every child
who cries. But what does she
do with all of those tears?
The Thief Lord - Cornelia
Funke 2013-10-03
Amid the crumbling splendour
of wintertime Venice, two
orphans are on the run. The
mysterious Thief Lord offers
shelter, but a terrible danger is
gathering force...
Tear Thief - Carol Ann Duffy
2009
Why does the magical Tear
Thief catch children's tears as
they fall? Find out in this
moving tale about how we
express our feelings. Lyrical
text by Carol Ann Duffy, one of
the most prominent poets
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writing today, makes this a
lovely read-aloud.
The Pearl Thief - Elizabeth
Wein 2017-05-04
Before Verity . . . there was
Julie. When fifteen-year-old
Julia Beaufort-Stuart wakes up
in the hospital, she knows the
lazy summer break she'd
imagined won't be exactly what
she anticipated. And once she
returns to her grandfather's
estate, a bit banged up but
alive, she begins to realize that
her injury might not have been
an accident. One of her family's
employees is missing, and he
disappeared on the very same
day she landed in the hospital.
Desperate to figure out what
happened, she befriends Euan
McEwen, the Scottish Traveler
boy who found her when she
was injured, and his standoffish
sister, Ellen. As Julie grows
closer to this family, she
witnesses firsthand some of the
prejudices they've grown used
to-a stark contrast to her own
upbringing-and finds herself
exploring thrilling new
experiences that have nothing
to do with a missing-person
investigation. Her memory of
the-tear-thief

that day returns to her in
pieces, and when a body is
discovered, her new friends are
caught in the crosshairs of
long-held biases about
Travelers. Julie must get to the
bottom of the mystery in order
to keep them from being
framed for the crime. This
exhilarating coming-of-age
story, a prequel to the Printz
Honor Book Code Name Verity,
returns to a beloved character
just before she first takes
flight.
The Princess' Blankets Carol Ann Duffy 2013-10
This fairy tale plumbs the heart
of human fears, frailty and
love. It contains a young
princess who can never feel
warm, a worried king and
queen, and a stranger in black
with hard, grey eyes. The story
is accompanied by paintings by
acclaimed artist Catherine
Hyde.
Infinite Jest - David Foster
Wallace 2009-04-13
A gargantuan, mind-altering
comedy about the Pursuit of
Happiness in America Set in an
addicts' halfway house and a
tennis academy, and featuring
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the most endearingly screwedup family to come along in
recent fiction, Infinite Jest
explores essential questions
about what entertainment is
and why it has come to so
dominate our lives; about how
our desire for entertainment
affects our need to connect
with other people; and about
what the pleasures we choose
say about who we are. Equal
parts philosophical quest and
screwball comedy, Infinite Jest
bends every rule of fiction
without sacrificing for a
moment its own entertainment
value. It is an exuberant,
uniquely American exploration
of the passions that make us
human - and one of those rare
books that renew the idea of
what a novel can do. "The next
step in fiction...Edgy, accurate,
and darkly witty...Think
Beckett, think Pynchon, think
Gaddis. Think." --Sven Birkerts,
The Atlantic
The Faerie's Gift - Nicoletta
Ceccoli 2008-09
Every day the woodcutter
would swing his axe over his
shoulder and head into the
forest.
the-tear-thief

The Grumpy Fairies - Bethan
Stevens 2021-02-23
Deep in the darkest forests,
under rustling leaves, live the
fairies. You probably think that
fairies are good, kind and
sweet. Well, a lot of them are.
These helpful fairies take care
of the forest and they're happy
to do it. But I'm sorry to tell
you that some of the fairies,
particularly the littlest ones,
are GRUMPY. I meanproper
grumpy. I mean foot-stompy,
frowny, bottom-lip-stickingouty kind of grumpy. I mean
‘it’s just one of those days’
grumpy. But these grumpy
fairies better watch out.
There's a goblin about, and
grumpy fairies happen to be a
goblin's favourite food…
Characterful illustrations
transport readers to the
animal-filled world of the
fairy's forest, and easy to read
text is perfect for young
readers. This wonderful, funny
debut will bring a smile to the
smallest (and grumpiest) of
children.
An Honest Thief - Fyodor
Dostoevsky 2019-02-08
Fyodor Dostoyevsky “An
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Honest Thief” is an 1848 short
story that famously tells the
tale of Emelyan Ilyitch, the
tragic drunk. It begins with our
narrator conversing with Astafy
Ivanovich, an aged soldier and
temporary lodger. An
unfortunate coat theft leaves
Astafy dismayed one day, and a
conversation is struck up
between the two, who seem to
share the same dislike for
thieves in general. One night,
however, Astafy recounts to the
narrator a story of an honest
thief he had once met. Fyodor
Mikhailovich Dostoevsky (1821
– 1881) was a Russian novelist,
essayist, short story writer,
journalist, and philosopher. His
literature examines human
psychology during the
turbulent social, spiritual and
political atmosphere of 19thcentury Russia, and he is
considered one of the greatest
psychologists in world
literature. A prolific writer,
Dostoevsky produced 11
novels, three novellas, 17 short
stories and numerous other
works. Other notable works by
this author include: “Crime and
Punishment” (1866), “Notes
the-tear-thief

from the Underground” (1864),
and “The Idiot” (1869). Many
vintage books such as this are
increasingly scarce and
expensive. We are republishing
this volume now in an
affordable, modern, highquality edition complete with a
specially-commissioned new
biography of the author.
The Tear Thief - Carol Ann
Duffy 2011
In the evening, between supper
and bedtime, an invisible fairy
slips into homes to steal tears
of shame, fear, pain, and
sadness, then climbs to the
moon where she transforms the
sackful of droplets into
something wonderful.
The Dream Thief - Shana Abé
2006-09-26
In the remote hills of northern
England lives a powerful clan
with a centuries-old secret.
They are the drákon, shapeshifters who possess the ability
to Turn—changing from human
to smoke to dragon. And from
the very stones of the earth,
they hear hypnotic songs of
beauty and wonder. But there
is one stone they fear.... Buried
deep within the bowels of the
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Carpathian Mountains lies the
legendary dreaming diamond
known as Draumr, the only
gem with the power to enslave
the drákon. Since childhood,
Lady Amalia Langford,
daughter of the clan’s Alpha,
has heard its haunting ballad
but kept it secret, along with
another rare Gift.... Lia can
hear the future, much in the
way she hears the call of
Draumr. And in that future, she
realizes that the
diamond—along with the fate
of the drákon—rests in the
hands of a human man, one
who straddles two worlds.
Ruthlessly clever, Zane has
risen through London’s
criminal underworld to become
its ruler. Once a street urchin
saved by Lia’s mother, Zane is
also privy to the secrets of the
clan—and is the only human
they trust to bring them
Draumr. But he does nothing
selflessly. Zane’s hunt for the
gem takes him to Hungary,
where he is shocked to
encounter a bold, beautiful
young noblewoman: Lia. She
has broken every rule of the
drákon to join him, driven by
the-tear-thief

the urgent song of
Draumr—and her visions of
Zane. In one future, he is her
ally. In another, her overlord.
In both, he is her lover. Now, to
protect her tribe, Lia must tie
her fate to Zane’s, to the one
man capable of stealing her
future—and destroying her
heart....
Midnight Thief - Livia
Blackburne 2014-07-08
Growing up on Forge's streets
has taught Kyra how to stretch
a coin. And when that's not
enough, her uncanny ability to
scale walls and bypass guards
helps her take what she needs.
But when the leader of the
Assassins Guild offers Kyra a
lucrative job, she hesitates. She
knows how to get by on her
own, and she's not sure she
wants to play by his rules. But
he is persistent???and darkly
attractive???and Kyra can't
quite resist his pull. Tristam of
Brancel is a young Palace
knight on a mission. After his
best friend is brutally
murdered by the Demon
Riders, a clan of vicious
warriors who ride bloodthirsty
wildcats, Tristam vows to take
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them down. But as his
investigation deepens, he finds
his efforts thwarted by a
talented thief, one who sneaks
past Palace defenses with
uncanny ease. When a fateful
raid throws Kyra and Tristam
together, the two enemies
realize that their best chance
at survival???and
vengeance???might be to join
forces. And as their loyalties
are tested to the breaking
point, they learn a startling
secret about Kyra's past that
threatens to reshape both their
lives. In her arresting debut
novel, Livia Blackburne creates
a captivating world where
intrigue prowls around every
corner???and danger is a way
of life. Praise for Midnight
Thief "Blackburne's fast-paced
fantasy will please fans of
Leigh Bardugo and Tamora
Pierce." ??? School Library
Journal
The Brain Storm - Linda
Ragsdale 2019-03-05
"Sometimes you've just got to
work it out. Follow along as a
bad mood pesters a young boy
and ends up rubbing off on all
those around him. After a
the-tear-thief

frustrating day under his
version of a little dark cloud,
he discovers that ultimately
working through your feelings
and emotions begins with you.
This unique picture book
contains no words so readers
are left to "read" the story by
interpreting the unique
illustrations themselves"--from
Amazon.
The Devil's Thief - Lisa Maxwell
2018-10-09
In this spellbinding sequel to
the New York Times bestselling
The Last Magician, Esta and
Harte set off on a cross-country
chase through time to steal
back the elemental stones they
need to save the future of
magic. Hunt the Stones.
Beware the Thief. Avenge the
Past. Esta’s parents were
murdered. Her life was stolen.
And everything she knew about
magic was a lie. She thought
the Book of Mysteries held the
key to freeing the Mageus from
the Order’s grasp, but the
danger within its pages was
greater than she ever
imagined. Now the Book’s
furious power lives inside
Harte. If he can’t control it, it
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will rip apart the world to get
its revenge, and it will use Esta
to do it. To bind the power,
Esta and Harte must track
down four elemental stones
scattered across the continent.
But the world outside the city
is like nothing they expected.
There are Mageus beyond the
Brink not willing to live in the
shadows—and the Order isn’t
alone in its mission to crush
them. In St. Louis, the
extravagant World’s Fair hides
the first stone, but an old
enemy is out for revenge and a
new enemy is emerging. And
back in New York, Viola and
Jianyu must defeat a traitor in
a city on the verge of chaos. As
past and future collide, time is
running out to rewrite
history—even for a timetraveling thief.
City of the Uncommon Thief
- Lynne Bertrand 2021-02-09
A dark and intricate fantasy,
City of the Uncommon Thief is
the story of a quarantined city
gripped by fear and of the war
that can free it. "Guilders work.
Foundlings scrub the bogs.
Needles bind. Swords tear. And
men leave. There is nothing
the-tear-thief

uncommon in this city. I hope
Errol Thebes is dead. We both
know he is safer that way." In a
walled city of a mile-high iron
guild towers, many things are
common knowledge: No book
in any of the city's libraries
reveals its place on a calendar
or a map. No living beasts can
be found within the city's walls.
And no good comes to the
guilder or foundling who
trespasses too far from their
labors. Even on the tower
rooftops, where Errol Thebes
and the rest of the city's
teenagers pass a few short
years under an open sky, no
one truly believes anything
uncommon is possible within
the city walls. But one
guildmaster has broken
tradition to protect her child,
and now the whole city faces
an uncommon threat: a pair of
black iron spikes that has the
power of both sword and
needle on the rib cages of men
has gone missing, but the
mayhem they cause rises
everywhere. If the spikes are
not found, no wall will be high
enough to protect the city—or
the world beyond it. And Errol
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Thebes? He's not dead and he's
certainly not safe.
Big Bird's Big Bad Day - Craig
Manning 2021-05-07
For Big Bird, today was a very
bad day, but soon he found out
how to make it okay! In this
little book about big feelings,
learn how Big Bird and his
Sesame Street friends turn
frowns upside down!
I am Helen Keller - Brad
Meltzer 2015-09-01
The seventh addition to this
New York Times bestselling
series spotlights Helen Keller
and shows kids that obstacles
can create heroes (Cover may
vary) When Helen Keller was
very young, she got a rare
disease that made her deaf and
blind. Suddenly, she couldn't
see or hear at all, and it was
hard for her to communicate
with anyone. But when she was
six years old, she met someone
who change her life forever:
her teacher, Annie Sullivan.
With Miss Sullivan's help,
Helen learned how to speak
sign language and read Braille.
Armed with the ability to
express herself, Helen grew up
to become a social activist,
the-tear-thief

leading the fight for disabled
people and so many other
causes. This friendly, fun
biography series inspired the
PBS Kids TV show Xavier
Riddle and the Secret Museum.
One great role model at a time,
these books encourage kids to
dream big. Included in each
book are: • A timeline of key
events in the hero’s history •
Photos that bring the story
more fully to life • Comic-bookstyle illustrations that are
irresistibly adorable •
Childhood moments that
influenced the hero • Facts
that make great conversationstarters • A virtue this person
embodies: Helen Keller's
resourcefulness was key to her
success. You’ll want to collect
each book in this dynamic,
informative series!
The Book Thief: Enhanced
Movie Tie-in Edition Markus Zusak 2013-11-18
The extraordinary #1 New
York Times bestselling story
about the ability of books to
feed the soul is now a major
motion picture. This enhanced
ebook edition is perfect for new
fans and collectors alike. It
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includes: · An exclusive video
welcome to the enhanced
edition from Markus Zusak. ·
The official movie trailer for
The Book Thief. · Videos
featurettes introducing Sophie
Nélisse (Leisel Meminger) and
Geoffrey Rush (Hans
Hubermann) and their roles in
the film. · Clips from the film
embedded in the original text. ·
A video interview with Markus
Zusak. It is 1939. Nazi
Germany. The country is
holding its breath. Death has
never been busier, and will
become busier still. Liesel
Meminger is a foster girl who
scratches out a meager
existence by stealing when she
encounters something she
can’t resist: books. With the
help of her accordion-playing
foster father, she learns to read
and shares her stolen books
with her neighbors during
bombing raids, as well as with
the Jewish man hidden in her
basement. In superbly crafted
writing that burns with
intensity, award-winning
author Markus Zusak, author
of I Am the Messenger, has
given us one of the most
the-tear-thief

enduring stories of our time.
DON’T MISS BRIDGE OF
CLAY, MARKUS ZUSAK’S
FIRST NOVEL SINCE THE
BOOK THIEF.
The Lightning Thief - Rick
Riordan 2010-02-02
Percy Jackson is about to be
kicked out of boarding
school...again. And that's the
least of his troubles. Lately,
mythological monsters and the
gods of Mount Olympus seem
to be walking straight out of
the pages of Percy's Greek
mythology textbook and into
his life. Book #1 in the NYT
best-selling series, with cover
art from the feature film, The
Lightning Thief.
Moon Zoo - Carol Ann Duffy
2009
Animals in the lunar zoo at the
foot of the mountains are
tended by an alien zookeeper.
Baker Thief - Claudie
Arseneault 2018-06-26
Baker by day, thief by night,
Claire must unravel the secret
of the exocores while escaping
the investigator on her case
who just happens to be her
cutest customer.
Same, Same But Different -
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Jenny Sue Kostecki-Shaw
2011-09-13
Elliot lives in America, and
Kailash lives in India. They are
pen pals. By exchanging letters
and pictures, they learn that
they both love to climb trees,
have pets, and go to school.
Their worlds might look
different, but they are actually
similar. Same, same. But
different! Through an inviting
point-of-view and colorful, vivid
illustrations, this story shows
how two boys living oceans
apart can be the best of
friends.
A Feel Better Book for Little
Tears - Holly Brochmann 2019
Illustrations and simple,
rhyming text provide young
children with tools for dealing
with feelings of sadness, such
as talking about what is wrong,
crying, or doing something
creative.
The Oyster Thief - Sonia Faruqi
2018-10-02
Mermaid Coralline is engaged
to the merman of her dreams.
But when an oil spill wreaks
havoc on her idyllic village life
and her little brother falls
gravely ill, she embarks on a
the-tear-thief

quest to find a legendary
healing elixir.Meanwhile, Izar,
a human man, is on the cusp of
an invention that will enable
him to mine the depths of the
ocean. But when he finds
himself transformed into a
merman, he meets Coralline
and joins her on her quest,
hoping the elixir will make him
human again. The quest pushes
then together, even as their
separate worlds and unspoken
secrets threaten to tear them
apart.Magnificent and moving,
and set against a breathtaking
ocean landscape, The Oyster
Thief is a richly imagined
odyssey destined to become a
classic.
The Princess and the White
Bear King - 2007
A girl travels east of the sun
and west of the moon to free
her beloved prince from a
magic spell.
Don't Be Sad, Sam - Lisa Regan
2017-07-15
Readers will be delighted by
colorful illustrations as they
immerse themselves in Sams
story and try to make the right
decisions. Sam finds himself in
several situations that make
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him sad: his hamster dies, his
best friend moves away, and
his parents pay more attention
to his little sister than to him.
There are three ways Sam can
act in every situation. The
reader can compare Sams
choices to the ones he or she
would have made and gain a
deeper understanding of the
central lesson.
Sincerity - Carol Ann Duffy
2018-11-01
Her final collection as Poet
Laureate, a frank, disarming
and deeply moving exploration
of loss and remembrance in
their many forms. Presented in
a beautiful, foiled package, this
will be the poetry book of the
year.
Hey, That's MY Monster! Amanda Noll 2018-03-21
This enhanced eBook features
read-along narration. Winner:
CLC Seal of Approval 2017
Literary Classics Book Awards,
Silver, Preschool/Early Reader
Fantasy Finalist: 2017 Literary
Classics Book Awards 2017
PNBA Long-List When Ethan
looks under the bed for his
monster, he finds this note
instead: "So long, kid. Gotta go.
the-tear-thief

Someone needs me more than
you do. –Gabe" How will Ethan
ever get to sleep without his
monster's familiar, comforting
snorts? And who could need
Gabe more than Ethan does?
Gabe must have gone to
Ethan's little sister's room! She
has been climbing out of bed
every night to play, and
obviously needs a monster to
help her get to sleep – but not
HIS monster! Ethan tries to
help his sister find her own
monster, but none are the
perfect blend of cute and
creepy. Just when it seems that
Ethan will lose his monster
forever, an uninvited, tututoting little monster full of
frightening fun appears.
Following in the spooky-silly
tradition of I Need My
Monster, here's another
irresistible monster-under-thebed story with the perfect
balance of giggles and shivers.
The Stardust Thief - Chelsea
Abdullah 2022-05-17
Inspired by stories from One
Thousand and One Nights, this
book weaves together the
gripping tale of a legendary
smuggler, a cowardly prince,
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and a dangerous quest across
the desert to find a legendary,
magical lamp. Neither here nor
there, but long ago . . . Loulie
al-Nazari is the Midnight
Merchant: a criminal who, with
the help of her jinn bodyguard,
hunts and sells illegal magic.
When she saves the life of a
cowardly prince, she draws the
attention of his powerful
father, the sultan, who
blackmails her into finding an
ancient lamp that has the
power to revive the barren
land—at the cost of sacrificing
all jinn. With no choice but to
obey or be executed, Loulie
journeys with the sultan's
oldest son to find the artifact.
Aided by her bodyguard, who
has secrets of his own, they
must survive ghoul attacks,
outwit a vengeful jinn queen,
and confront a malicious killer
from Loulie's past. And, in a
world where story is reality
and illusion is truth, Loulie will
discover that everything—her
enemy, her magic, even her
own past—is not what it seems,
and she must decide who she
will become in this new reality.
Queen Munch and Queen
the-tear-thief

Nibble - Carol Ann Duffy
2018-03-22
A gorgeous, playful story about
the beauty of difference and
the pleasure of friendship by
former UK Poet Laureate Carol
Ann Duffy and bestselling
illustrator Lydia Monks.Bold,
bouncy Queen Munch loves
nothing more than eating
delicious cakes and enormous
breakfasts, whereas Queen
Nibble is pale, quiet, and likes
making necklaces out of
raindrops. So when Queen
Munch decides to invite Queen
Nibble for a visit and win her
friendship, the mission seems
doomed to fail. But there is
more to each Queen than
meets the eye, and soon a
friendship begins to
blossom.Poet Carol Ann Duffy
brings these loveable
characters to life with her
uniquely evocative voice,
paired brilliantly with the bold
and colourful artwork of
award-winning illustrator,
Lydia Monks. With full-colour
artwork and a longer story
than most picture books,
Queen Munch and Queen
Nibble is the perfect gift for
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new readers, and a journey into
a captivating and fantastical
world that is sure to delight
readers of all ages over and
over again!
The Bees - Carol Ann Duffy
2016-05-03
A winner of the Costa Book
Award, "beautiful and moving
poetry for the real world" (The
Guardian) The Bees is Carol
Ann Duffy's first collection of
new poems as British poet
laureate, and the much
anticipated successor to the T.
S. Eliot Prize–winning Rapture.
After the intimate focus of the
earlier book, The Bees finds
Duffy using her full poetic
range: there are drinking
songs, love poems, poems to
the weather, and poems of
political anger. There are
elegies, too, for beloved friends
and—most movingly—for the
poet's mother. As Duffy's voice
rises in this collection, her
music intensifies, and every
poem patterns itself into song.
Woven into and weaving
through the book is its
presiding spirit: the bee.
Sometimes the bee is Duffy's
subject, sometimes it strays
the-tear-thief

into the poem or hovers at its
edge—and the reader soon
begins to anticipate its
appearance. In the end, Duffy's
point is clear: the bee
symbolizes what we have left of
grace in the world, and what is
most precious and necessary
for us to protect. The Bees is
Duffy's clearest affirmation yet
of her belief in the poem as
"secular prayer," as the means
by which we remind ourselves
of what is most worthy of our
attention and concern, our
passion and our praise.
The Time Thief - Linda
Buckley-Archer 2008-11-01
When an attempt to bring Peter
and Kate back to their own
time is bungled, Peter finds
himself stranded in 1763 while
The Tar Man, a villainous
eighteenth-century criminal,
returns with Kate to twentyfirst-century London.
The Girl in the Tower - Lisa
Schroeder 2016-03-29
Ever since she could
remember, Violet and her
mother have been locked away
in a tower by the evil Queen
Bogdana who has the kingdom
under her spell. The queen has
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everything she wants except
one thing—beauty. Violet
possesses this beauty. She also
has a secret: though she is very
small, both her spirit and her
heart are mighty. When Violet
is summoned by Bogdana to
start training to become a real
princess, it seems like her life
might be taking a turn for the
better. But hope quickly fades
when Violet's mother is
expelled from the castle and
they're forbidden to see each
other ever again. With
everyone's lives in the balance,
it's up to Violet to break the
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spell and reunite her family.
Underwater Farmyard - Carol
Ann Duffy 2009
Web-feet sheep, sea-cows,
water pigs, and aquatic version
of other farm animals live on
an underwater farm tended by
mermaids amidst seaweed,
oysters, and a swinging
octopus musician.
The Gift - Carol Ann Duffy
2010
After meeting a magical old
woman and trading her daisy
chain for the granting of a
wish, a little girl grows into a
young woman.
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